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Nucleon Electric Dipole Moments

EDMs are the most sensitive probes of CPv: 

Signals for beyond SM physics  
(SM = 10-5 of the current exp.bound) 

Prerequisite for Baryogenesis 

Strong CP problem : θQCD-induced EDM?

~dN = dN
~S

S

H = �~dN · ~E

hNp0 |Jµ|N̄pi��CP = ūp0
⇥
F1�

µ + (F2 + iF3�5)
�µ⌫(p0 � p)⌫

2mN

⇤
up

Dirac Pauli 
(anom.magnetic)

Electric dipole

A.Sakharov's conditions for  
baryon asymmetry in the Universe  
[JETP letters, 1967] 

P, CP symmetry violation 
Baryon number violation 
non-equilibrium transition
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Experimental Outlook

Future nEDM sensitivity : 
1–2 years : next best limit? 
3–4 years : x10 improvement 
7-10 years : x100 improvement

10-28 e cm
CURRENT LIMIT <300
Spallation Source @ORNL < 5
Ultracold Neutrons @LANL ~30
PSI EDM <50 (I), <5 (II)
ILL PNPI <10
Munich FRMII < 5
RCMP TRIUMF <50 (I), <5 (II)
JPARC < 5
Standard Model (CKM) < 0.001

[Snowmass EDM workshop report,  
arXiv:2203.08103]

Current nEDM limits: 
                                               (stored UC neutrons)  
[Baker et al, PRL97: 131801(2006)] 
                                               (199Hg) 
[Graner et al, PRL116:161601(2016)] 

|dn| < 2.9⇥ 10�26 e · cm

|dn| < 1.6⇥ 10�26 e · cm
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the nEDM results along with projected future results

led by the PNPI group using the ILL turbine source [132], the panEDM experiment using the
new SuperSUN source at ILL [163], the TUCAN experiment using the superfluid helium UCN
source being developed at TRIUMF [164], and the LANL nEDM experiment [136]. Many of the
contemporary nEDM experiments also make use of large-scale magnetically shielded rooms (MSR):
multi-layers of nested shells with alloys of high magnetic susceptibilities are used to suppress the
ambient fields by a factor of 100,000 to a million [166]. The MSRs bring the stabilities of the
magnetic field to the level needed to reveal and mitigate subtle systematic e↵ects associated with
residual field gradients.

At LANSCE, the newly-completed upgrade of the UCN facility [136] provides the necessary
UCN density to meet the demand of a nEDM experiment with tenfold sensitivity improvement.
A factor of 5–6 increase in the UCN output has already been achieved (as measured both in the
UCN⌧ experiment [167] and in a nEDM test apparatus [136]). The LANL nEDM experiment
takes the same Ramsey approach by using a room-temperature apparatus coupled to the newly-
upgraded, solid deuterium-based UCN source. The apparatus operates in vacuum and uses the
Ramsey’s method of separated oscillatory fields, which is a mature technology developed in prior
nEDM experiments [121, 168]. The low-risk technology together with the high-yield UCN source
at LANL opens up a timely opportunity to substantially increase the nEDM sensitivity before the
nEDM@SNS experiment becomes fully operational.

The nEDM@SNS experiment has been under development for the past two decades as it involves
many technological innovations to enable nEDM breakthroughs. In 1994, Golub and Lamoreaux
proposed a new method [169] to improve EDM measurements. It calls for the innovative use of
superfluid helium as the UCN production target as well as a noble-liquid detector to measure the
neutron precession. Performing an experiment immersed in a bath of superfluid helium, a significant
improvement in all of E, N , and Tfp is expected, with a goal sensitivity of �dn = 3⇥10�28 e·cm. The
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Nucleon EDMs: a Window into New Physics

Effective quark-gluon CPv interactions:  
dimension ⟺ scale of BSM physics 
[ Engel, Ramsey-Musolf, van Kolck, 
Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 71:21 (2013)]

Nonperturbative QCD on a Lattice:  
Quark-gluon CPv interactions ⟹ nucleon EDMs ,  CPv 𝜋NN couplings

Leff =
X

i

ci
[⇤(i)]di�4

O
[di]
i

d=4 :  θQCD

d=5(6) :  quark EDM, chromo-EDM

d=6 :  4-fermion CPv, 3-gluon (Weinberg)

ci () dn,p ?dn,p = d✓n,p✓QCD + dcEDM
n,p ccEDM + . . .

4

CKM, θ, SUSY, Multi Higgs, LR-symmetry  Fundamental	theory	

Low	energy	parameters	

Atom/molecule	level	

               gπ0  gπ1 (gπ2)                                                CT
					CS

0(1) 	

Nucleus	level	

Paramagnetic Diamagnetic 

d,t, 3He	

dn dp
	

Solid state 

Schiff moment	

Wilson	coefficients	 θ								Cggg, Cqqqq(1,8), CqH				dud  dud       semileptonic     de ~	

FIG. 1 (Color online) Illustration of the connections from a fundamental theory at a high energy scale to an EDM in a
measurable low-energy system. The dashed boxes indicate levels dominated by theory, and the solid boxes identify systems
that are the object of current and future experiments. The fundamental CP-violating Lagrangian at the top, a combination
of SM and BSM physics, is reduced to the set of e↵ective-field-theory Wilson coe�cients that characterize interactions at the
electroweak energy scale of ⇡ 300 GeV, the vacuum-expectation value of the Higgs. The set of low-energy parameters defined in
Sec. II enter calculations that connect the electroweak-scale Wilson coe�cients directly to electrons and nuclei. Finally atomic,
molecular and condensed-matter structure calculations connect the low-energy parameters to the observables in experimentally
accessible systems.

which are discussed in detail in Sec III.D, and corre-
sponding improvements to magnetic shielding, magne-
tometry and understanding of systematic e↵ects.

The earliest limits on proton and electron EDMs
were established by studies of corrections to the Lamb
shift in hydrogen respectively by Sternheimer (1959) and
by Salpeter (1958) and Feinberg (1958). Limits on the
proton EDM were also set by analyzing the out-of-plane
component of the proton spin polarization in an scatter-
ing asymmetry experiment from a carbon target. (Rose,
1960), and electron EDM limits were derived from fre-
quency shifts in electron paramagnetic resonance (Royce
and Bloembergen, 1963), anomalous magnetic-moment
(g�2) measurements (Nelson et al., 1959; Wilkinson and

Crane, 1963), and scattering measurements with spin-
zero targets (Margolis et al., 1959) of helium (Avakov
and Ter-Martirosyan, 1959; Burleson and Kendall, 1960;
Goldemberg and Torizuka, 1963) and carbon (Rand,
1965). An early limit on the EDM of the muon was de-
rived from from analyzing the vertical component of the
muon spin polarization the Nevis Cyclotron and fringe
fields, by the measuring asymmetry of the muon decay
electrons. (Berley et al., 1958a,b; Berley and Gidal, 1960;
Charpak et al., 1961).

Starting in the 1960’s, experimenters turned their at-
tention to stable atoms and molecules beams in early
beams experiments pioneered by Sandars and Lipworth
(1964). It was recognized that these systems provided a

[Courtesy of Tim Chupp;  
Rev.Mod.Phys 91:015001 (2019)]
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Adding CPv Interactions to Lattice QCD

Linear response to θQCD-term  
[ Aoki et al (2005); Berruto et al (2005); Shindler et al (2015) ; Alexandrou et al (2015) ;  
Shintani et al (2016); Dragos et al(2019); Alexandrou et al(2020);  
Bhattacharya et al (2021) ;Liang et al (2023)]

2. Strategy and method in lattice QCD 

Imaginary q
` Analytical continuation to pure imaginary q

Izubuchi(2007), Horsley et al. (2008), Guo et al., (2015)

13

• There is no sign problem, then 
expect better signal.

• Need to generate the new QCD 
ensemble with qI

• Distribution of Q is shifted by qI

• EDM can be measured by 
spectrum or form factor in qI

vacuum.
• Challenging work if going to 

realistic lattice.

using q →qI then p is normal distribution function.

Finite (imaginary) CPv: θIQCD  
[ R.Horsley et al (2008) ; F.K.Guo et al (2015) ]

require dedicated QCD simulation  
⟹ better sampling of Q≠0 sectors

hO . . .i✓ ⇠

Z
DU e�S�✓IQ (O . . .)

��CP      operator: GG̃, cEDM,  
GGG̃(Weinberg), 4-quark

��CP coupling

hO . . .i��CP = hO . . .iCP�even � i✓hQ · O . . .iCP�even +O(✓2)

(n) → (n+1) correlation function, e.g.

hNJN̄i �! hQNJN̄i
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Determination of  Nucleon EDM
"Energy-Shift method"  (uniform electric field) 
[S.Aoki et al '89 ; E.Shintani et al '06;   
E.Shintani et al, PRD75, 034507(2007)]

hN(t)N̄(0)i✓,~E ⇠ e�(E±~dN ·~E)t

0 5 10 15
t

0.998

0.999

1

1.001

1.002

E=0.004,θ=0.1
E=-0.004,θ=0.1

Neutron, R3
(w/oθ=0)

0 5 10 15
t

0.998

0.999

1

1.001

1.002

E=0.004,θ=0.1
E=-0.004,θ=0.1

Proton, R3
(w/oθ=0)

FIG. 5: The time behavior of R(w/oθ=0)
3 (E, t; θ) in E = ±0.004, θ = 0.1 with domain-wall fermion.

(Top) neutron case, (bottom) proton case.

28

"Form-Factor method" :        dN=F3(Q2→0) / (2mN)  
[ (everybody else, almost) ]

Euclidean lattice: 
Real-valued  E  ⟹  violate time-BC 
Imag-valued E  ⟹  imaginary shift in mN

hNp0 |q̄�µq|Npi��CP = ūp0
⇥
F1�

µ + (F2 + iF3�5)
i�µ⌫(p0 � p)⌫

2mN

⇤
up = Vµ +Aµ

Need extrapolation to  
forward-limit F3(Q2→0)

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Q2 [GeV2]

0

20

40

60

80

100

F
3n

,
(c

E
D

M
) d

�
u

T = 8a

T = 9a

T = 10a

pre-2017 : spurious µn↔dn mixing 
Dragos et al(2019) 
Alexandrou et al(2020) 
Bhattacharya et al (2021) 
Liang et al (2023)

dn / θ = –0.0015(7) e⋅fm  
dn / θ =   0.0009(24) e⋅fm 
|dn / θ| ≲ 0.01 e⋅fm 
dn / θ = –0.0015(1)(3) e⋅fm
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Nucleon "Parity Mixing"

N = u [uTC�5d]

hvac|N |p,�i��CP = ei↵�5up,� = ũp,�

Any CPv interaction induces a chiral phase in nucleon spinor on a lattice

X

�

ũp,�
¯̃up,� ⇠

�
� i/pE +mNe2i↵�5

�

hNp0 |q̄�µq|Npi��CP = ūp0
⇥
F1�

µ + (F2 + iF3�5)
i�µ⌫(p0 � p)⌫

2mN

⇤
up = Vµ +Aµ

Pre-2017 results: mixing correction
“dn,p” ⇡ [dn,p]true � 2↵

n,p

2mN

�4u = +u

ū�4 = +ū
,   with

[M.Abramczyk, S.Aoki, S.N.S, et al (2017) arXiv:1701.07792]  
EDM and MDM are defined with positive-parity spinors

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
✓̄

�0.6

�0.5

�0.4

�0.3

�0.2

�0.1

0.0

0.1

F̄
3
(0

)

m⇡ = 465MeV

m⇡ = 360MeV
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�20
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20

F
3n
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(c

E
D

M
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E/E0 = ±1
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NEW F3(T = 8)

NEW F3(T = 10)

OLD F3(T = 8)

OLD F3(T = 10)
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Q2 [GeV2]
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�40

�20

0

20

F
3n

,
(c

E
D

M
) D

"old" F3 

"new" F3bg. electric 
field result

check: cEDM-induced EDM / EDFF 
comparison of form factor F3  
to energy shift in background E̅=const
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Nucleon "Parity Mixing"

N = u [uTC�5d]

hvac|N |p,�i��CP = ei↵�5up,� = ũp,�

CPv interaction induces a chiral phase in nucleon wave functions on a lattice

X

�

ũp,�
¯̃up,� ⇠

�
� i/pE +mNe2i↵�5

�

hNp0 |q̄�µq|Npi��CP = ūp0
⇥
F1�

µ + (F2 + iF3�5)
i�µ⌫(p0 � p)⌫

2mN

⇤
up = Vµ +Aµ

�4u = +u

ū�4 = +ū
,   with

[M.Abramczyk, S.Aoki, S.N.S, et al (2017) arXiv:1701.07792]  
EDM and MDM are defined with positive-parity spinors

After removing the spurious contribution,  
no lattice signal for θQCD-induced nEDM  
RESOLVED conflict with pheno. values, lack of dN ~ mq scaling

[ETMC 2016]

[Shintani et al 2005]

[Berruto et al 2006]

[Guo et al 2015]

20

Table III: Corrections to the results reported in earlier calculations of ✓̄-induced nucleon EDMs for the nucleon (n) and the
proton(p). Some of the used values are at nonzero momentum transfer Q2. Both form factors F2,3 are quoted as dimensionless
(in “magneton” units e/(2mN )). The errors for F3 are taken equal to those of F̃3 except for Ref. [8], in which the errors are
extracted from our interpolation of the corrected F̄3(✓̄) values (see Fig. 16). In the first row, the correction follows the original
conventions [10] exactly. In the following rows, the parity-mixing angles ↵ have been transformed to ↵ < 0, and the EDMs
have been corrected with F3 = F̃3 + 2↵F2 using the assumptions discussed in the text.

m⇡ [MeV] mN [GeV] F2 ↵ F̃3 F3

[10] n 373 1.216(4) �1.50(16)a �0.217(18) �0.555(74) 0.094(74)
[5] n 530 1.334(8) �0.560(40) �0.247(17)b �0.325(68) �0.048(68)

p 530 1.334(8) 0.399(37) �0.247(17)b 0.284(81) 0.087(81)
[6] n 690 1.575(9) �1.715(46) �0.070(20) �1.39(1.52) �1.15(1.52)

n 605 1.470(9) �1.698(68) �0.160(20) 0.60(2.98) 1.14(2.98)
[8] n 465 1.246(7) �1.491(22)c �0.079(27)d �0.375(48) �0.130(76)d

n 360 1.138(13) �1.473(37)c �0.092(14)d �0.248(29) 0.020(58)d

a
Estimated as (� 1

2F
v
2 (0)) from Ref. [33] assuming F

s
2 ⇡ 0.

b
The value f1n was reported incorrectly in Ref. [5] with a factor of

1
2 [34].

c
From Ref. [35] where F2 was computed with ✓̄ = 0.

d
Estimated from a linear+cubic fit to plotted ↵̄(✓̄) and F

✓
3 data [8].

Figure 16: Corrected (filled symbols) and original (open symbols) values for the neutron form factor F3 at a nonzero imaginary
✓ angle from Ref. [8]. The linear parts in the limit ✓ ! 0 are shown in Table III.

conventions. For example, using Eq.(55) from Ref. [10],

⇧0
3pt,Q

�
�k =

i

4
(1 + �0)�5�k

�
⇠ iQk

2mN

⇥
↵1

�
F1 +

EN + 3mN

2mN
F2

�
+

EN + mN

2mN
F̃3

⇤

=
iQk

2mN

⇥
↵1GE + (1 + ⌧) (F̃3 + 2↵1F2)| {z }

F3

⇤
,

(73)

where ⌧ = EN�mN
2mN

introduced in Eq.(C6) and GE = F1 � ⌧F2 is the Sachs electric form factor. Comparing the above
equation to the expected form (C12), for the corrected value of F3 we obtain

F3(Q
2) = F̃3(Q

2) + 2↵1F2(Q
2) , (74)

which holds for any value of Q2.
Although it is more suitable that the original authors of Refs. [5–11] reanalyze their data with these new formulas,

it is interesting to examine whether the presently available lattice calculations yield nonzero values for the ✓̄-induced
nucleon EDMs after corrections similar to Eq. (74) have been applied. The most precise result for F3n(0) that
also allows us to perform the correction unambiguously is Ref.[10], which reports an 8� nonzero value for F3(0) =
�0.56(7) from calculations with dynamical twisted-mass fermions at m⇡ = 373 MeV. However, when we apply the
corresponding correction (74), the value becomes 0.09(7) and essentially compatible with zero.

Calculations with a finite imaginary ✓ angle [7, 8] yield the most precise values of the neutron EDM to date.
However, they do not contain su�cient details to deduce the proper correction for F3. It must also be noted that it

{
{
{

𝛳-nEDM
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Importance of  "Parity Mixing" Correction

Proton (GEp(0)=1) : Correction ~ α5 

Neutron (GEn(0)=0) : No correction at Q2=0  
However, Q2→0 extrapolation may be skewed 
by neutron electric form factor  ~α5 GEn(Q2)

Exact value of α5 is critical for correct determination of EDM:

CPv matrix element Sachs form factor  
subtraction

F lat
3 (Q2) ⇡ m

q3
hN"(0)|q̄�4q|N"(�q3)i��CP| {z }

� ↵5GE(Q
2)| {z }

V. Punjabi, C.F. Perdrisat, M.K. Jones, E.J. Brash, and C.E. Carlson: The Structure of the Nucleon 11

Fig. 7. GEn extracted from the ed elastic reaction. GEn using
the fit form of Eq. (32) from Ref. [88] fitted to A(Q2) data
with either the Nijmegen solid line (black) or a Reid soft core
dashed (red) NN potential in the theoretical calculation of the
deuteron wave function. The dotted line (blue) is Eq. (31). The
diamond points are from Ref. [89].

The 1971 DESY experiment of Galster et al. [86] mea-
sured elastic ed cross sections for forward scattered elec-
trons for Q2 up to 0.6 GeV2. At these kinematics, the
cross section in Eq. (26) is dominated by the A(Q2) term
and GMd contributes less than 5% to the A(Q2) term.
The A(Q2) data was fitted using different deuteron wave
functions and by using

GEp =
GMp

µp
=

GMn

µn
= GD, (30)

with different parametrization of GEn. The lowest χ2 for a
fit was obtained using the Feshbach-Lomon [87] deuteron
wave function and the following fitting function:

GEn(Q
2) = −

µnτ

1 + 5.6τ
GD(Q2). (31)

This fit is plotted in Fig. 7 as a dotted line.
The most recent experiment to measure the elastic ed

cross section to determine GEn is that of Platchkov et al.
[88]. These data extend to Q2 of 0.7 GeV2, with signif-
icantly smaller statistical uncertainties than all previous
experiments. The form factor A(Q2) is very sensitive to
the deuteron wave function, and therefore to the NN in-
teraction. Furthermore, the shape of A(Q2) cannot be ex-
plained by the impulse approximation alone. Corrections
for meson exchange currents (MEC) and a small contri-
bution from relativistic effects were found to significantly
improve the agreement between calculations and the mea-
sured shape of A(Q2). When fitting the A(Q2) data, a
modified form of the Galster fit,

GEn(Q
2) = −

aµnτGD

1 + bτ
, (32)

was used. Several NN potentials which including meson
exchange currents as well as relativistic corrections were
used to calculate the deuteron wave function. In Fig. 7, the
fits of GEn extracted from fitting a and b in Eq. (32) to
the measured A(Q2) are plotted when using the Nijmegen
(black solid line) or a Reid soft core (red dashed) NN po-
tential to calculate the deuteron wave function. Both fits
to A(Q2) had similar χ2 and the spread between the line
gives a sense of the theoretical uncertainty in extracting
GEn from the elastic ed cross section. In 2001, an extrac-
tion of GEn was performed using the entire elastic ed cross
section and polarization data [89] and the results are plot-
ted in Fig. 7 as diamonds with the error bars showing the
theoretical uncertainty. These data show the limit of using
the ed elastic reaction to determine GEn and the need to
use the quasi-elastic ed polarization observables to extract
GEn/GMn which will be discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.

3.2 Double Polarization Experiments

Both the recoil polarization method, and the asymmetry
measurement using polarized target, have been used to
measure the proton and the neutron form factors. Here we
first describe the proton form factor results; the neutron
form factor results will be discussed in the next subsection.

3.2.1 Proton Form Factors

The earliest polarization experiments, measuring the po-
larization of the recoil proton [34], or measuring the asym-
metry using a polarized proton target [35] with unpolar-
ized electron beams, were done to search for two photon
effects.

The first experiment with polarized electron beam and
polarized target was done at the Stanford Linear Acceler-
ator Center (SLAC) in 1970’s [90]. This experiment mea-
sured the beam-target asymmetry A = σ+−σ−

σ++σ−
at Q2 =

0.765 GeV2. The experiment showed that the results and
the theoretical values were in good agreement if the signs
of GEp and GMp are the same.

The recoil polarization method was used for the first
time in an experiment at the MIT-Bates laboratory to
measure the proton form factor ratio GEp/GMp. This ex-
periment determined GEp/GMp for a free proton [37,38],
as well as for a bound proton in a deuterium target [39],
at Q2-values of 0.38 and 0.5 GeV2. The success of this ex-
periment highlighted the fact that the recoil polarization
transfer technique would be of great interest for future
measurements of GE and GM at higher Q2 values, for
both the proton and the neutron.

Next, using the same method of measuring the recoil
polarization in 1H(e⃗, e′p⃗) reaction, the ratioGEp/GMp was
measured at MAMI at Q2-values of 0.373, 0.401 and 0.441
Gev2 [91]. The ratio results were found to be in agreement
with those of Milbrath et al. [37,38] as well as Rosenbluth
measurements.

In the late 1990’s and 2000’s measurements using the
recoil polarization method were made at JLab in Hall A

[Punjabi et al, 1503.01452]
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Noise from θ-Term in nEDM from

Variance of lattice θ-induced nEDM signal ~ (Volume)4d :

Constrain Q sum to the fiducial volume 
in time around current, |tQ – tJ| < Δt   
[E.Shintani et al (2015); Yoon et al (2019)]  
in time around source, |tQ – tsource| < Δt [Dragos et al (2019)] 
4-d sphere around sink, |xQ – xsink| < R [K.-F. Liu et al (2023)]:

Top. charge h|Q|2i ⇠ V4Q ⇠
Z

V4

(GG̃) ,   with

Proper treatment of nucleon parity mixing is  
critical for correct determination of F3 

⟹ nucleon must "settle" in the new θ≠0 vacuum

⟹ constrain time and space differently : 
       4d "cylinder"

1 4 8 64
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m
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0

α
N

FIG. 14. (Top) The nucleon EDM form factors from local time slice reweighting, as described

in the text, for the lowest non-trivial momentum. Proton (squares) and neutron (circles). The

point on the right corresponds to reweighting with the topological charge Q. 243, 330 MeV pion

ensemble. (Bottom) CP-odd mixing angle from local time slice reweighting, as described in the

text, on the same ensemble.
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F3(Q
2
min)

[E.Shintani et al (2015)]

VQ : |~z| < rQ, ��tQ < z0 < T +�tQ

Q ⇡
Z

VQ

d4z q(z)

VQN (+) ! Ñ (+) ⇡ N (+) + i↵N (�)

N (�) ! Ñ (�) ⇡ N (�) � i↵N (+)

�t

dN ⇠ hQ · (NJµN̄)i
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Effect of  GG̃ cuts: Parity Mixing Angle

243x64 a = 0.114 fm  m𝜋=330 MeV (Nf=2+1 chiral-symmetric quarks) 

1400 confiigs ⟹ 89.6k stat. 

GG̃ : Wilson-flowed (t=8a2) gauge links [M.Luscher, 1006.4518] 
5-loop improved GG̃ [P. de Forcrand et al '97] 
Cuts in space r ≤ rQ, time 𝛥tQ

parity mixing angle α :

VQ

hvac|N |p,�i��CP = ei↵�5up,� = ũp,�

rQ = 1rQ = 8a
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Effect of  GG̃ cuts : nEDM Form Factor F3

rQ = 1rQ = 8a

F lat
3 (Q2) ⇡ m

q3
hN"(0)|q̄�4q|N"(�q3)i��CP| {z }

� ↵5GE(Q
2)| {z }

243x64 a = 0.114 fm  m𝜋=330 MeV (Nf=2+1 chiral-symmetric quarks) 

1400 confiigs ⟹ 89.6k stat. 

GG̃ : Wilson-flowed (t=8a2) gauge field [M.Luscher, 1006.4518] 
5-loop improved GG̃ [P. de Forcrand et al '97] 
Cuts in space r ≤ rQ, time 𝛥tQ
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Another Definition of  Top.Charge Density

3

Figure 1. Illustration of the CDER technique used when
computing the correlation functions with the local topolog-
ical charge summed inside the sphere with radius R.

Generally, using overlap fermions can be O(100) times
more costly compared to the traditional Wilson-like dis-
cretized fermion actions. To improve the computational
efficiency, 12-12-12 grid sources with Z3-noise and Gaus-
sian smearing are placed at tsrc = 0 and tsrc = 32
in one inversion with randomly chosen spatial positions
on different configurations, and low-mode substitution
(LMS) [24] is applied to suppress the statistical contam-
ination between different source positions. We also use
the stochastic sandwich method (SSM) [25] with LMS to
make the cost of using multiple nucleon sinks be additive
instead of multiplicative. We use 8 sets of source noises
and 16 sets of sink noises (for each of the source-sink sep-
arations 6a, 7a, and 8a) to improve the statistics. Five
nonzero momentum transfers are calculated such that we
can reliably do the q2 extrapolation to get F3 (0); the de-
tails of the q2 extrapolation are given in the Supplemental
Materials [19].

CDER improvement and results: To further suppress
the statistical uncertainty of M (2)Q and M (3)Q, we take
advantage of a technique called cluster decomposition er-
ror reduction (CDER) for the disconnected insertion [26].
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we write the total topologi-
cal charge as the summation of the local charge den-
sity qt(x) derived from the overlap operator [27, 28] as
qt(x) = 1

2Tr [�5Dov(x, x)], where the trace is over the
color-spin indices, and convert the two-point function
weighted with the total topological charge Qt into a sum-
mation of the three-point functions involving qt(x)

G(2)Q =
X

~x

*
X

r

qt (x+ r)� (x) �̄ (t0,G)

+
, (5)

where � is the nucleon interpolating operator, G denotes
the source grid, and x = (tf , ~x). We then use the clus-
ter decomposition property to limit the sum to a range
commensurate with the correlation length

G(2)Q
⇠

X

~x

*|r|<RX

r

qt (x+ r)� (x) �̄ (t0,G)

+

⇠ M (2)Q +O(e��mtf , e�m⌘R), (6)

which reduces the variance by a volume factor [26]. In
Eq. (6), R is the 4-dimensional truncated size of the topo-
logical operator, �m is the effective mass gap between the

Figure 2. The cutoff dependence of F3,n(Q
2 = 0.2 GeV2)

with different m⇡,v and m⇡,s = 339 MeV. We can see that
the value saturates at R ⇠ 9a.

nucleon and its excited states, and m⌘ is the mass of the
pseudoscalar meson ⌘.

Similarly, the three-point function with Qt can be con-
verted into a four-point function with qt(x)

G(3)Q
⇠

X

~x~y

e�i~q(~x�~y)

*
� (x)

|r|<RX

r

qt (y + r) Jµ (y) �̄ (t0,G)

+

⇠ M (3)Q +O

⇣
e��m(tc�t0), e��E(~q)(tf�tc), e�m⌘R

⌘
,

(7)

where y = (tc, ~y), and �E(~q) is the energy gap of the
nucleon and its excited states with 3-momentum ~q at the
sink. Using Eqs. (6) and (7), the ��CP form factor F3 can
be calculated as a function of cutoff R. Due to the cluster
decomposition principle, operators far enough separated
have exponentially small correlation. When the distance
between operators is larger than the correlation length
⇠ 1/m⌘, the signal falls below the noise while the errors
still accumulate in the disconnected insertions [26]. So
we bind the topological charge to the sink of the nucleon
in the three-point functions or to the inserted currents in
the four-point function to see if a proper cutoff R exists,
such that the physics is not altered while the errors can
be reduced.

Then we do the two-state fit to eliminate the excited-
state contamination of nucleon matrix elements at each
value of R, and obtain F3(Q2) as a function of R. The
corresponding systematic uncertainty is estimated to be
the difference between the value from the two-state fits
and that from single-exponential fits using only the mid-
dle point at different separations. Taking F3,n(Q2 =
0.2 GeV2) at m⇡,s = 339 MeV and different m⇡,v as
an example (shown in Fig. 2), the central value starts to
saturate at around R = 9a ⇠ 2/m⌘ as expected. Since
the R dependence for different pion masses are similar,
we choose Rc = 9a as our optimal cutoff in the neutron
case. For the proton, we use Rc = 10a. The systematic
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still accumulate in the disconnected insertions [26]. So
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Figure 3. The Q2 dependence of F3,n with m⇡,v ⇠ m⇡,s =
339 MeV. The green band shows a linear fit in Q2 while the
red band shows the fit with an additional Q4 term.

uncertainty of this cutoff will be estimated by two inde-
pendent ways: 1) taking the difference between the value
at the cutoff Rc and the constant fit result with R � Rc;
2) fitting the correlation between the topological charge
density and the current operator in the nucleon state to
an exponential form first, and then taking the summa-
tion of the correlation in the tail R � Rc. Either way
suggests a ⇠12% systematic uncertainty.

Benefited from CDER, the data points of F3,n(Q2)
show a non-vanishing Q2 dependence as shown in Fig 3
for the case of m⇡,v ⇠ m⇡,s = 340 MeV, while there is
no significant deviation from a linear shape. Thus we
use a linear fit for the extrapolation to Q2 = 0, and esti-
mate the corresponding systematic uncertainty to be the
difference between the extrapolated value and the data
value with the smallest Q2.

After the Q2
! 0 extrapolation, the final chiral ex-

trapolation of the neutron EDM is shown in the upper
panel of Fig. 4 with both valence and sea pion mass de-
pendencies. We observe that the partially quenched data
behave differently from those with unitary points in the
lower panel. The former tend to move away from zero
as the valence quark mass decreases. Using the over-
lap fermion allows us to fit our data with the partially
quenched chiral perturbation form [29] at finite lattice
spacing,

dn,p = c1,n/pm
2
⇡,s log

 
m2

⇡,v

m2
N

!
+ c2,n/pm

2
⇡,s

+ c3,n/p
�
m2

⇡,v �m2
⇡,s

�
, (8)

where c1,2,3,n/p are free parameters. Our lattice data
are well fitted with �2/d.o.f. = 1.2, and our numerical
results suggest that the different valence and sea quark
mass dependence is consistent with the chiral perturba-
tion expression. It is also interesting to point out that
the chiral log term is crucial to ensure that the NEDM
approaches zero in the chiral limit of both the valence
and sea quark masses. With the zero NEDM constraint

Figure 4. The chiral extrapolation of dn/✓ on both the
sea and valence quark masses (upper panel) and on only the
unitary points (lower panel).

at the chiral limit, our interpolated result for neutron is
dn = �0.00148(14), where the statistical uncertainty is
less than 10%. This is quite an improvement from the 2
� statistical error in Ref. [16].

We also carry out another chiral extrapolation using
only the unitary pion mass points, as shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 4. It gives dn = �0.00142(20)✓̄, which is
consistent with the prediction using partially quenched
data points but with larger statistical uncertainty. We
take the difference between the extrapolated results with
and without partially quenched data points as an estima-
tion of the systematic uncertainty in the chiral extrapo-
lation.

The proton EDM and its systematic uncertainties can
be obtained with a similar procedure. More detailed dis-
cussion on the fits, systematic uncertainty estimation,
and proton EDM can be found in the Supplemental Ma-
terials [19].

Summary: We calculate the nucleon electric dipole mo-
ment with overlap fermions on 3 domain wall lattices at
lattice spacing 0.11 fm. Since the overlap fermion pre-
serves chiral symmetry, we have well-defined topological
charge and the chiral extrapolation is carried out reli-
ably without the need of doing continuum extrapolations
first. We have in total 3 sea pion masses and 10 partially
quenched valence pion masses in the chiral fitting and
find that the EDM dependence on the sea and valence

[Liang et al ; 2301.04331] 
top.charge from chiral fermion modes 
(better than gradient-flowed GG̃?)

space-time cuts around nucleon field 
OR vector current

best definition of dn to date?  
 
 
(chiral extrapolation)

d✓n/✓ = �0.0015(1)(3) e · fm

q(x) =
1

2
Tr[�5Dov(x, x)]
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EDM from Full Q at Physical Point

[Alexandrou et al, PRD(202) ; 2011.01084] 
comparison of EDM from QG=∫GG̃ vs. fermion*-mode QF This shows a stronger dependence on Mthr. Such a behaviour is reminiscent of the one exhibited by the

topological charge as discussed in Section 4.1.
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Figure 6: Dependence of the nucleon mixing angle ↵N on the smoothing scale ⌧flow and cut-o↵ Mthr. Left,
using the gluonic definition of the topological charge and right, using spectral projectors. In both cases ↵N

is extracted using a constant fit within the plateau region of the ratio of Eq. (39).

5.2 Determination of the CP -odd form factor F3(Q2)

In order to extract the CP -odd form factor F3(Q2), we construct an appropriate ratio of the relevant three-
point function given in Eq.(32) and a combination of two-point functions so that unknown overlaps and the
exponential time dependence cancel in the large time limit of tf and tins. This ratio is given by

⇧µk
3pt,Q(~q) ⌘ lim

tf ,tins!1

Gµ
3pt,Q(�k, ~q, tf , tins)

G2pt(�0,~0, tf )

s
G2pt(�0, ~q, tf � tins)G2pt(�0,~0, tins)G2pt(�0,~0, tf )

G2pt(�0,~0, tf � tins)G2pt(�0, ~q, tins)G2pt(�0, ~q, tf )
, (40)

where ~pf = ~0. The form factor F3(Q2) is then extracted from

⇧0k
3pt,Q(~q) =

iqkC

2mN

✓
↵NGE(Q

2) �
F3(Q2)

2mN
(EN +mN )

◆
, (41)

where EN is the initial energy of the nucleon, C =
p
(2m2

N )/(EN (EN +mN )) is a kinematic factor and
GE(Q2) = F1(Q2) + (q2/(2m2

N ))F2(Q2) is the electric Sachs form factor. F1(Q2) and F2(Q2) are the Pauli
and Dirac form factors. We note that Eq. (41) derives from Eq. (55) of Ref. [54] with the correction given in
Ref. [45]. The neutron electric form factor GE(Q2) is extracted from ⇧00

3pt (see Eq. (A4) of Ref. [28])

⇧00
3pt = C

EN +mN

2mN
GE(Q

2) . (42)

We note that Eq. (41) is not the only way to extract the F3(Q2) form factor. Similar relations can be written
that express the ⇧kk

3pt,Q and ⇧j 6=k
3pt,Q components as linear combinations of F1, F2 and F3. We verified that

they lead to worse signal-to-noise ratios, and thus we opt to use Eq. (41) in this work.

13

dn / θ =   0.0009(24) e⋅fmdn / θ =   0.0018(56) e⋅fm

q(x) =
X

|�|Mthr

( ̄��5 �)x

Q =
1

16⇡2

X

x

GG̃ Q =
X

|�|Mthr

X

x

( ̄��5 �)x
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Alternative: EDM from  Feynman-Hellman Thm

background electric field leads to a  
energy shift of a polarized-nucleon

FH theorem :  
Perturbation's matrix element  ⟺  Energy shift  
 
 
 
 
(used successfully to compute gA to sub-% precision)  
and other forward hadron matrix elements

θ-term as a linear perturbation 
induces EDM dn ~ θ : 

�L =
✓g2

32⇡2

Z
dt

Z
d3xGa

µ⌫
eGa
µ⌫

FH : relation between EDM and  
matrix element of local top.charge density

m0
N = mN � (d✓N✓) ~⌃ · ~E

@E�

@�
=

D
��

���
@Ĥ�

@�

�����

E

0 5 10 15

t/a

1.15

1.20

1.25

1.30

1.35

1.40

g̊
e

ff
A

a09m220

[Chang et al (CalLat), Nature 558:91 (2018)]

d✓N /
D
N"

���
Z

d3xGa
µ⌫

eGa
µ⌫

���N"

E

Ez

Nucleon EDM from FH:

Advantage: precise dn from GG̃ on only one time slice ⟹ noise reduction
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EDM ⇔ Density of  Top.charge in Polarized Nucleon

|NiEz = |N (+)i+O(Ez)|N (�)i

(permanent) EDM  ⟺  correlation of spin and charge 
charge polarization in CPv vacuum 
OR 
spin polarization in CPv vacuum 
OR 
"topological" polarization in CP-even vacuum  

d✓N /
D
N"

���
Z

d3xGa
µ⌫

eGa
µ⌫

���N"

E

Ez

Nonzero in CP-even vacuum only if  both spin-   and   charge-polarized 
(can be simulated with background E || B fields)

Normally ⟨N| GG̃ |N⟩CP-even is zero

unless background E field breaks parity,  
polarizes N into a mixed-parity state:

P
�
|N (+)

" i
�
= +|N (+)

" i
P
�
GG̃

�
= �GG̃

)
=) hN (+)

" |GG̃|N (+)
" i = 0

⟨N| d | N⟩CPv ~ E 
 
⟨N| Σ | N⟩CPv ~ E  

⟨N| GG̃ | N⟩CP-even ~ S⋅E

⟨N↑| GG̃ |N↑⟩E=0  vanishes  
⇩ 

sensitive to EDM directly  
(no subtractions)

used in 
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Background Electric Field
Accessing magnetic and electric moments at Q2=0 
Imag.Minkowski/Real Euc. electric field on a lattice 
[W.Detmold et al (2009)] : calculation of hadron polarizabilities 

Full flux through the  
"side" of the periodic box

Constant Electric field  
has to be quantized,  

Uµ ! eiqAµUµ

Az(z, t) = n Emin · t

At(z, t = Lt � 1) = �n Emin · Ltz

Emin =
1

|qd|
2⇡

LxLt

= q� = 2⇡ · n

Electric field on a 243x64 lattice

E =
6⇡

LxLt
⇡ 0.037 GeV2

⇡ 186 MV/fm

Unambiguous determination of EDM from the energy shift 
Straightforward for neutron with Q=0
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Topological Charge with Gradient Flow

0 2 4 6 8 10
tgf/a2

�10

�5

0

5

10

Q
=

R
q(

x
)

[M.Luscher, JHEP08:071; 1006.4518]

effective scale 𝛬UV → (tGF)-1/2 

smooth fields (reduce |G𝜇𝜈| )  
⟺ continuous "cooling" 

remove G𝜇𝜈 dislocations 
⇒dynamical separation of top. sectors 
[M.Luscher, JHEP08:071; 1006.4518] 
diffusion of top.charge density

Gradient flow: covariant 4D-diffusion  
of quantum fields with "G.F." time tGF:

Tree-level: Bµ(x, tGF) /
Z

d4y exp
h
� (x� y)2

4tGF

i
Aµ(y)

d

dtGF
Bµ(tGF) = DµGµ⌫(tGF) , Bµ(0) = Aµ

Gradient-flowed topological charge: Q̃(tGF) =

Z
d4x

g2

32⇡2

h
Gµ⌫

eGµ⌫

i ���
tGF

total top. charge on 20 randomly  
chosen gauge configurations
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Gradient-Flowed Topological Charge Density

effective scale (𝛬UV)-1 → (tGF)1/2 

make fields smooth (reduce |G𝜇𝜈| ) 

remove dislocations⇒dynamical  

separation of topological sectors 
[M.Luscher, JHEP08:071; 1006.4518] 
4D-diffusion (including time) of q(x)  
  ⟨ q(x)q(0) ⟩ ~ exp[ –(x–y)2 / 8tGF ]  

Gradient flow:

243×64 lattice,  m𝜋 ≈340 MeV

tGF = 0 tGF = a2

tGF = 2a2 tGF = 4a2

Lx = 24a

q(x) =
g2

32⇡2
Ga

µ⌫
eGa
µ⌫

⇡ 1

16⇡2

1

a4
Tr

⇥
Glat

µ⌫
eGlat
µ⌫

⇤

/ (E ·H)color
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Tunneling Between Topology Sectors

5 fm=5⋅10-15m

[Generated at Mira (ANL)]

q(x) =
g2

32⇡2
Ga

µ⌫
eGa
µ⌫

⇡ 1

16⇡2

1

a4
Tr

⇥
Glat

µ⌫
eGlat
µ⌫

⇤

/ (E ·H)color

6 s video  =5 fm / c =1.7⋅10-23 s real time
[Lattice QCD at the physical point]

Instantons and Anti-Instantons :  
Quantum tunneling of gluon field 

between topological sectors

|vaci✓ =
X

Q

ei✓Q |Qi
CPv-QCD 𝛩-Vacuum :
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,
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·fm
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tsep/a = 9

tsep/a = 10
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⌧Q

0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

d(✓̄
)

n
/✓̄

,
[e

·fm
]

tGF/a2 = 4.0
tsep/a = 6

tsep/a = 7

tsep/a = 8

tsep/a = 9

tsep/a = 10

�5 0 5 10
⌧Q

tGF/a2 = 8.0
tsep/a = 6

tsep/a = 7

tsep/a = 8

tsep/a = 9

tsep/a = 10

Matrix Elements of  GG̃ vs. Gradient Flow Time
PRELIMINARY

Two effects observed: 
1. Convergence to  

ground state matrix el. 
2. Diffusion of top.charge 

for tsep ≲ 7a

Analysis of (𝜏Q, tGF)  
required to detangle

hN |G eG|Ni ,

hN |G eG|Niexc ,

hvac|G eG|NN̄i ,
. . .

PRELIMINARY estimates 
2mdn = F3(0) ≈ 0.11 .. 0.13 

agree with form factor
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�5 0 5 10
⌧Q

tGF/a2 = 8.0
tsep/a = 6

tsep/a = 7

tsep/a = 8

tsep/a = 9

tsep/a = 10

Matrix Elements of  GG (Low-mode Improved)

Two effects observed: 
1. Convergence to  

ground state matrix el. 
2. Diffusion of top.charge 

for tsep ≲ 7a

Analysis of (𝜏Q, tGF)  
required to detangle

hN |G eG|Ni ,

hN |G eG|Niexc ,

hvac|G eG|NN̄i ,
. . .

PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY estimates 
2mdn = F3(0) ≈ 0.11 .. 0.13 

agree with form factor
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Gradient Flow as "Diffusion" of  Top.Charge

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
(r/a)2

10�9

10�8

10�7

10�6

10�5

10�4

hQ
(r

)Q
(0

)i

wf0.02x0
wf0.02x50
wf0.02x100
wf0.02x150

wf0.02x200
wf0.02x250
wf0.02x300
wf0.02x350

wf0.02x400
wf0.02x450
wf0.02x500

tGF=0  
tGF=a2 

tGF=2a2 

tGF=3a2

tGF=4a2 

tGF=5a2 

tGF=6a2 

tGF=7a2

tGF=10a2 
tGF=9a2 

tGF=10a2

Diffusion of q(x) in Euclidean (lattice) time: 

q(tGF ; t) =
X

t0

K(tGF ; t� t0)q(t0)

q̃(tGF ;!) = K̃(tGF ;!)q̃(!)

hq
(r
)q
(0
)i

t G
F

complications for matrix element analysis

heq(r)eq(0)i / exp
h
� r2

4r2Q(tGF)

i
r,
p
tGF � m�1

⌘0Empirically for
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Gradient Flow as "Diffusion" of  Top.Charge
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(r/a)2
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tGF=0  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tGF=4a2 

tGF=5a2 

tGF=6a2 

tGF=7a2

tGF=10a2 
tGF=9a2 

tGF=10a2

Diffusion of q(x) in Euclidean (lattice) time: 
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K
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t g

f
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)
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q(tGF ; t) =
X

t0

K(tGF ; t� t0)q(t0)

q̃(tGF ;!) = K̃(tGF ;!)q̃(!)

K̃rel(tGF ;!) =

s
�̃(tGF ;!)

�̃(tGF0;!)

�(tGF ; t2 � t1) = hq(tGF ; t2)q(tGF ; t1)i

hq
(r
)q
(0
)i

t G
F

K
r
e
l (
t G

F
;t

0 )
K̃rel(tGF ;!) =

s
�̃(tGF ;!)

�̃(tGF0;!)

�(tGF ; t2 � t1) = hq(tGF ; t2)q(tGF ; t1)i
complications for matrix element analysis

Extract kernel K from lattice data

where
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Combined Fit: Euclidean Time & Gradient Flow
PRELIMINARY

Combined Analysis of  
(𝜏Q, tGF) dependence: 

ground state
hN |G eG|Ni

hN |G eG|Niexc

hvac|G eG|NN̄i

excited state(s)

hN (G eG)|Ni
"contact" amplitudes

NN̅ annihilation by GG̃

grey band: 
"summation analysis"

hN(tsep) q(tGF , ⌧Q) N̄(0)i ⇠ K(tGF , |⌧Q � ⌧ 0Q|)⌦ hN(tsep) q(⌧Q) N̄(0)iFit
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|dn| [e· fm]

m
ph
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⇡

Dragos(2019)

Bhattacharya(2021)

Alexandrou(2021)

Liang(2023)

[This Work]

Extrapolation to the Physical Point

dn(m⇡) = C1m
2
⇡ + C2m

2
⇡ log

m2
⇡

m2
N

Chiral extrapolation 
[Hockings, van Kolck (2005)]

(Only multiplicative O(a^2) corrections  
with chiral-symmetric lattice fermions)

PRELIMINARY

Summary of neutron θ-EDM  
from Lattice QCD
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Summary

Novel method to compute nEDM from local topological charge 
Results consistent with earlier works (and also with zero) 
Potential method of choice for physical-point calculations with large V4 

Important cross-check for E.D. form-factor calculations 
Controllable space cut-off of "disconnected" CPv interaction 

Current results compatible with zero;  
more statistics, additional pion-mass point needed 

Potential method of choice for physical-point calculations with large V4
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Outlook: nEDM from other CPv Operators

O
(1)
'ud =

1

3
(ūu) (d̄�5d) + (ūTAu) (d̄�5T

Ad)� [u $ d]

O
(1)
quqd = (ū�5u) (d̄d) + (ūu) (d̄�5d)

� [(ūu)(d̄d) $ (ūd)(d̄u)]

O
(8)
quqd = (ū�5T

Au) (d̄TAd) + (ūTAu) (d̄�5T
Ad)

� [(ūu)(d̄d) $ (ūd)(d̄u)]

nEDM with  
background 

E-field

nEDM with  
vector  
current

EDM of the Proton : background field requires only energy shift (acc. cancels out) 

Background field method may reduce errors in calculations of nEDM from 
other "disconnected" CPv interactions: Weinberg, isoscalar (strange quark cEDM?) 

Simplified contractions for 4-quark CPv operators (L-R, SUSY)


